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crypt of the necrodancer extras

Do not buy this game. I bought since I like JRPGs but this game is a waste of time.

Bad story and awful writing where very character has to give their input for useless as it is and just bad writting and plot.
I still remember a moment where it is a race of time and the world is about to end and the characters just stop everything to talk
about how an npc adresses another in an informal way. Like... what?

The gameplay is okay but the mechanics are not utilized. The devs instead of using the placement to create dificulty, just create
full team KOs with random\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665mechanics. At the end of the game you are force to have 3
characters and the boss can is like an ff malboro on steroids for some \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing reason. After 10 minuts of
fighting he petrifies everyone just because (and if it wasnt petrify it can be some
other\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665because the boss just spams all debuffs). Great design.

I bought the game on a sale, but I would at max value this game at 10 euros.

. Fun and quite challenging at times. I played a similar game on the PS3 and absolutely fell in love with that version, my friends
would come over just to help complete levels. While this version didn't have quite the same impact on me, the gameplay is on
par and I would highly recommend picking up this version if a good challenge appeals to you.. I don't think that I will absolutely
ever beat this game, but I don't think that is really the point. Featuring 88 playable characters, each with their own personality
and controls, this game feels less like a practicable, technical platformer and more like a grab-bag party game like Mario Party.
The strong-suit of this game is rarely the levels or the bosses or what most platformers often shine through, and instead in the
overpoweringly awesome aesthetic. This aesthetic, if you are in it for the journey and are as excited as I am to try to overcome
the challenges with each new control scheme and character, is a propelling force towards making this game fun. Certainly not a
flawless game, but for those looking to take a few shots in a difficult, adaptation-based platformer (as opposed to practice and
muscle memory), this is a very unique and worthy choice. With its faults, I'd give this one a fair 6 or 7/10.. Ich hab ein wenig in
das Spiel geschnuppert und finde es bisher klasse. Tolle Atmosph\u00e4re und gute Synchro sowie passender Soundtrack. Wer
sich von r\u00e4tselhafter Story und guter Atmosph\u00e4re leiten l\u00e4sst und nicht von riesen Entwicklerstudios ist hier an
der richtigen Adresse.

So, i played for about an hour i guess and i gotta say, that it's a good game. Great atmosphere and good synchro as well as a well
chosen soundtrack. I'd recommend it to anyone who likes mysterious stories and a chilling atmosphere.. i was expecting
something else for this game but it just felt so boring. there was no music and it did get stuck on a term and even using the
english guide i didn't see a way to continue. so i would say to avoid this one.. More events... More choices... More fun! :). Quite
a hoot - an enjoyable amount of progression of the roster (levels, equipment, abilities), with a solid atmosphere, sensible writing,
and excellent music. The combat is acceptable -- while there's some strategy to be had with the cognition points mechanic, it
would benefit for more varied terrain mechanics (e.g, the role of cover is extremely limited, could use greater verticality, or
destroyable objects, etc) and more enemy types.. DDDDDDDDDDDDDDD. This game is free. It can run on a toaster.

But if you need more reasons to get this game I'll give them to you. It's an acrady plane shooter. You can stall your plain in mid
air fall back to the bottom of the map to trick your opponent and shoot em' down. You can play a base deffence game mode or a
football (soccer) mode. It's fun fast and requires some skill.

The community is still active! Don't fear. And you can help by playing, again it's free. You have no reason not to try it!
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Very well made game -- Runs well, and I didn't encounter any bugs or problems. It's fun seeing how high of a score you can get!

If there's ever a second game, one fun idea could be to add a timer to each question, and bonus points could be earned based
upon how quickly you answered :O

10/10, very worth it for the price :D. I will start with that I enjoy all the 'choice of' games I play so the recomendation comes
from a general level of tolerance and enjoyment from these games.

This one in particular had a nice concept and fairly well presented story.

With that said I have just finished the game and boy does it have serious flaws that should be seen if you wish to purchase this
game:
1. It is very quick, it felt like I was jumping into experiences extremely quickly. I understand there is that constraint but it
bounces through maybe 5 plot point over 3 days and then you're done.
2. There is a lack of deeper lore and character backstory or maybe just less than I am used too.
3. There are perhaps the wide range of customizables that are linked to these games but boy were they surface level.
4. This is the last and most important, I don't know what motivation any character from the baseline would have in this whole
thing, I just can't believe someone would act so rashly and completely.

Buy if you like the concept and fancy a quick (less than 2 hours in my 1st playthrough) of a 'choice' game, otherwise if the price
is to steep for that just leave it, probably end up just a bit disapointed like me.

1st review so thanks for those that read this and I hope both the author and publisher move onto better things.
Please feel free to leave coments would be glad to discuss this or any of the other 'choice games, Thank You!. This is an
abandoned early access, DO NOT BUY. Do you like playing games but hat *actually* playing them?
WELL THEN THIS IS *THE* GAME FOR YOU MY FRIEND!

Pros:
- Refundable

Cons:
- No storyline
- long repetitive gameplay
- staring at your screen for 50 minutes
- only 5 levels
- almost no interface
- no indication if you're doing good or bad
- everything works everywhere (1 strategy to rule them all)
. i rly like this game. only problem is there arent more levels.. If previous Halo: Spartan game was very good this one is good.
 New weapon, new enemies, new costume abilities, new challenges. But no more final boss (well maybe that's good) and no
more turret overheat (that makes defence missions pretty easy and a not so fun).
 New setting is cool, but missions has less freedom and not so memorable.

  And yeah, the music is great. Hope there wil be more Halo games in Steam.. Honestly one of the worst games I played not
because of how the game is but simply because of how it runs I dont know how game can be so horribly optimized such as this
is but some how they did it this would be a fun game and honestly possibly worth the money if the game didnt run worse than
anything I have ever seen. So maybe if you have the time to waste and get this game on sale/free or something then go ahead and
try to enjoy it.. I thought this might be interesting, but not really. Story wasn't too great and tech wasn't very impressing
compared to games.. Cool game. I play mostly local co-op. It takes some time to master the mechanics, but once you do it's a lot
of fun. I like the fact that one of the players can play on keyboard and it has proper keyboard controls unlike some other games.
Good game for a quick 3-4 player clash.. This game has a bit to go before it is an amazing game, but still deserves a
recommend! (y)
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